The US Department of Defense (DoD) requires all models and simulations that it manages, develops, and/or uses to be verified, validated, and accredited. Critical to irregular warfare (IW) modeling are interactions between combatants and the indigenous population. Representation of these interactions (human behavior representation (HBR)) requires expertise from several of the many fields of social science. As such, the verification, validation, and accreditation (VVA) of these representations will require adaptation and, in some cases, enhancement of traditional DoD VVA techniques. This paper suggests validation best practices for the DoD modeling community to address new challenges of modeling IW.
Introduction
US Department of Defense (DoD) Instruction (DoDI) 5000.61, DoD modeling and simulation (MS) verification, validation, and accreditation (VVA), requires all models and simulations developed, used, or managed by the DoD to be verified, validated, and accredited. 1 Critical to the tactical representation of irregular warfare (IW) models are interactions between combatants and the indigenous population. Such human-to-human interaction, or human behavior representation (HBR), requires expertise from several of the many fields of social sciences. Common VVA practices applied to DoD physics-based combat models and simulations require adaptation and, in some cases, enhancement for application to this focus on representation of the human population. Validation of combat models and simulations used throughout the DoD over the past 40 years has been a topic thoroughly explored, well documented, and robustly debated. Even so, validation of the DoD's existing MS is a difficult task; the incorporation of human social, cultural, and behavioral modeling complicates the task.
The DoD's current focus on IW, counterinsurgency (COIN), and stability operations requires modeling representations that account for non-kinetic effects. The focus is the civilian population: ' 'What makes IW different is the focus of its operations -a relevant population -and its strategic purpose -to gain or maintain control or influence over, and support of, that relevant population. The focus is on the legitimacy of a political authority to control or influence a relevant population.'' 2 ''The integration of civilian and military efforts is crucial to successful COIN operations. All efforts focus on supporting the local populace and HN [host nation] government. Political, social, and economic programs are usually more valuable than conventional military operations in addressing the root causes of conflict and undermining an insurgency.' ' 3 As such, the ability to represent human behavior and to account for the external influences on societal and cultural attitudes and behaviors is critical.
In this paper, we examine the challenges facing modeling and validation of IW. Although IW consists of both lethal and non-lethal actions, the focus of this work is the representation of the non-lethal, non-kinetic aspects of IW modeling validation. We suggest a set of best practices that can improve our ability to develop useful IW models and simulations. We do not address verification, taking the position that the multitude of informal and formal methods for software verification are well established in the software engineering literature and can be applied with equal rigor to IW model development. Rather, we are concerned here with challenges to validation that are particular to IW modeling. Furthermore, we will not directly address accreditation, as it must be accomplished each time models and simulations are used for a specific purpose. Our focus is on the validation of IW models, where validation is defined as ''the process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real-world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model.'' 1
Challenges to IW modeling and IW model validation
IW modeling and validation of IW models present a broad set of challenges to DoD developers. Table 1 identifies several areas of interest, contrasting development and validation of IW models with traditional physics-based combat modeling. After a brief overview of IW, each of the identified areas is discussed.
Background
IW is defined in DoD Directive (DoDD) 3000.07 as: ' 'a violent struggle among state and non-state actors for legitimacy and influence over the relevant populations.
IW favors indirect and asymmetric approaches, though it may employ the full range of military and other capabilities, in order to erode an adversary's power, influence, and will.'' 4 Note the clear focus on influencing relevant populations, as contrasted with the traditional goal of major combat operations which is to defeat an opposing military force.
Irregular threats include actors who employ methods such as guerrilla warfare, terrorism, sabotage, subversion, criminal activities, and insurgency. 5 One focus for current operations in both Iraq and Afghanistan is COIN operations. COIN is also a type of IW. Essential to a successful COIN campaign is isolation of the insurgents from the civilian population. FM 3-24/MCWP 3-33.5 states:
''It is easier to separate an insurgency from its resources and let it die than to kill every insurgent. Clearly, killing or capturing insurgents will be necessary, especially when an insurgency is based in religious or ideological extremism. However, killing every insurgent is normally impossible. Attempting to do so can also be counterproductive in some cases; it risks generating popular resentment, creating martyrs that motivate new recruits, and producing cycles of revenge.' ' 3 The risks illustrated in this statement stem from the insurgent force's ability to embed itself within the population. Thus, separating insurgents from the civilian population, either by physical or other means, becomes a critical goal of conducting successful COIN operations. In addition, understanding a civilian population's willingness to support either the government or its opposition (insurgent forces) becomes a critical measure in the attainment of the goal of isolating insurgents. While IW is not a new phenomenon, it has typically been the purview of special operations forces (SOF). Since the end of the Vietnam era and until the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, US involvement in IW operations has been on a much smaller scale. The size of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan required the expansion of the role of general purpose forces (GPF) to include conducting IW, as there was not enough SOF to conduct two, large-scale IW operations simultaneously. Preparations for the GPF to conduct IW and preparing US Armed Forces for future operations that will certainly include additional IW challenges point the DoD MS community toward the development of IW modeling capabilities to address operational, analytic, training, testing, and experimentation requirements.
Because IW is focused on influencing relevant populations, the focus of IW modeling is substantially different than most existing combat models that represent conflict between two organized, armed (and typically mechanized) forces. There are several promising models and modeling efforts that exist or are in development. In general, though, the DoD IW community lacks a robust capability to represent, account for, and analyze the IW environment across the range of tactical, operational, and strategic levels of warfare. A consequence is that modeling cannot effectively inform decisions concerning operations within the IW environment.
We introduce a conceptual framework in Figure 1 to provide a basis for discussion of development and validation practices through the rest of this paper. Concepts described in the literature on MS development and validation are shown in the boxes; relationships between concepts are shown as directed arcs to form assertions (e.g. ''user needs are specified in requirements''). The framework itself is generic, simply providing a convenient context for discussion of development and validation best practices that can address the challenges presented in this paper.
The ''validation triangle'' shown in the diagram emphasizes the concepts of referent (what is known about the simuland, which describes the aspects of the real-world that need to be represented in the simulation), conceptual model (a formal representation of the concepts, relationships, and dynamics identified in the referent), and data. As we will present, these form the foundation for best practices for validation of IW models. To set the stage for that discussion, in the following subsections we contrast challenges in modeling and validating traditional kineticbased combat as compared to the population-centric focus of IW. Conceptual framework for IW model validation best practices with emphasis on referent, conceptual model, and data. 6 
Social sciences/human behavior modeling and model validation
Due to the focus of IW models on the various influences on civilian populations, it is critical to understand the various social theories regarding human behavior and influences on human behavior. This includes individual and group behavior, understanding the effect of culture on the ability of people to be influenced, and understanding multi-cultural societies. This highlights the first substantial difference between combat models and IW models -IW modeling must be informed by the relevant social science discipline(s). Table 2 identifies several social science disciplines applicable to different levels of concern in operations research and social science research. Although the categorization and strata might be debatable, it is clear that IW model development requires the engagement of social science subject matter experts (SMEs) from many disciplines.
Modeling of social science phenomena is a growing field. Epstein and Axtell 8 describe the challenges as follows:
• Many crucially important social processes are complex. They are not neatly decomposable into separate subprocesses -economic, demographic, cultural, and spatial -whose isolated analyses can be aggregated to give an adequate analysis of the social process as a whole. There is no natural methodology for studying these processes together, as they co-evolve. • It is difficult to test hypotheses concerning the relationship of individual behaviors to macroscopic regularities, hypotheses of the form: if individuals behave in thus and such a way -follow certain specific rules -then society as a whole will exhibit some particular property. • The rational actor -a perfectly informed individual with infinite computing capacity who maximizes a fixed (non-evolving) exogenous utility functionbears little relation to a human being. Yet, there has been no natural methodology for relaxing these assumptions about the individual.
• It is standard practice in the social sciences to suppress real-world agent heterogeneity in model-building. This is done either explicitly, as in representative agent models in macroeconomics, or implicitly, as when highly aggregate models are used to represent social processes. There has been no natural methodology for systematically studying highly heterogeneous populations. • Social science, especially game theory and general equilibrium theory, has been preoccupied with static equilibrium, and has essentially ignored time dynamics. There has been no natural methodology for studying non-equilibrium dynamics in social systems.
While significant progress has been made addressing these challenges, these remain active areas of investigation. In like manner, validation of representations of human and social behavior is also a growing area of concern.
The DoD has developed a set of recommended best practices for performing VVA on models and simulations. The VVA Recommended Practices Guide (RPG) identifies key concepts, core documents, special topics, reference documents, and evolving technical concepts. The RPG includes a set of templates for conceptual model documentation, data quality, supplemental VVA products, and standard VVA documentation, to include an accreditation plan, verification and validation (VV) plan, VV report, and accreditation report; see also the DoD Standard Practice: Documentation of Verification, Validation, and Accreditation for Models and Simulations. 9 The purpose of the validation effort is to obtain evidence that the MS is suitable for its intended use. This evidence can be obtained through a variety of quantitative and qualitative techniques, depending on the nature of the MS, the particular use, and the level of risk that can be tolerated in the findings (see also Johns Hopkins University / Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL)'s Technical Report Nos. NSAD-R-2009-207, 10 NSAD-R-2010-001, 11 and NSAD-R-2010-020 12 for discussions of a risk-based methodology for VVA). Of particular relevance to IW Another distinguishing aspect is often the representation of a knowledge base; i.e. an entity's cognition of its environment, state, and goals. The RPG states that validation of HBR models is complicated by the large number of behavioral paths that must be explored for any given purpose. In general, validation still involves comparing the HBR capabilities to the MS requirements to determine fitness for its intended use. This is done by observing the behaviors of the modeled actor (at whatever level of representation; e.g. individual or organizational) in a particular environment and situational conditions, comparing the behaviors to those expected based on the requirements. The RPG identifies the following high-level tasks in validating an HBR:
• Collect as complete a set of requirements and acceptability criteria (e.g. human roles that must be represented, level of performance of those roles, and human aspects that must be represented) as possible. • Identify the referents to be used in assessing the HBR's accuracy. • Validate the developer's conceptual model for the HBR against the requirements using the referent. • Analyze the conceptual model to identify areas of high complexity that can help focus later validation activities (such as results validation). • Validate the knowledge base against the requirements using the referent. • Analyze the knowledge base to identify areas of high complexity that can help focus later validation activities. • Validate the integrated HBR against the requirements using the referent and concentrating upon the most complex areas as suggested by the conceptual model and knowledge base complexity analysis.
The RPG describes common VV techniques and their application to different phases of the MS lifecycle (requirements, conceptual model, design, development, use, and assessment). In particular, the conceptual model, providing the developer's interpretation of what is needed to achieve the user's objectives, is the first validation requirement. Validation of the conceptual model determines whether or not (1) the different types of people and groups simulated are sufficient to address the different types required to achieve the purpose; (2) the sets of situations and responses are sufficient to accommodate the scenarios required to achieve the purpose; (3) responses to each situation are adequately realistic; (4) influences of behavior moderators are adequately represented; and (5) knowledge possessed by each type of simulated person is sufficient to create adequately realistic behavior.
Finally, validation of HBRs involves testing against the acceptability criteria and exercising scenario vignettes to assure that the HBR performs reasonably under operational conditions. Numerous guidelines are provided in the RPG on testing the HBR for validity against its requirements while minimizing overall effort.
Sokolowski and Banks 13 describe model validation as ''the process of comparing simulation results derived from a model against the real-world system that the model is meant to represent.'' Further, they state:
''The validation of models of physical phenomena is generally straightforward since the laws that govern those systems are usually well known and mathematically precise. In this case, comparing the simulation results against the real-world system is just a matter of matching them to a 100 percent predictable outcome. Validating models of global events containing social components is more problematic.''
The underpinning of the conceptual model is provided by its referent. For the majority of combat models, the referent was not specified explicitly, because it was implied that the body of knowledge that applied to the requirements was the laws of physics. For social science models needed to represent IW, there are no existing laws to serve as an implied referent. Instead, relevant social science theory provides the referent. The possible existence of multiple theories that describe a single phenomenon may make the specification of a referent challenging. Nonetheless, written specification of the referent(s) used as the basis for the conceptual model is a necessary condition toward the goal of validating IW models.
In a US Marine Corps study focusing on validation of agent-based models, the authors compare physics-based and social system modeling as follows:
''Unlike in physics-based models, when an ABS [agent-based simulation] is applied the theory underlying the system often is unknown. Further, data supporting model development is sparse. Documentation of the assumptions, references, and justifications for the choices made to develop the conceptual model can support validation.'' 14 The study describes ''layers for validation,'' referring to both a micro-level validation (i.e. validating individual agent behavior) and macro-level validation (i.e. validating agent interactions within the simulation environment). A key tenet in a complex system is that the simple aggregation of micro-level behaviors does not produce a macrolevel behavior (refer back to the first two bullets in Epstein and Axtell's 8 assessment presented earlier). The study describes a validation framework consisting of two main process paths with respect to an intended or specific use: (1) validating data used to drive the model and the results of the model execution; (2) tracing the model's evolution from an ideal model of the real-world through proxy to a conceptual model, mathematical model, and finally the software itself. The study states the ultimate purpose of the validation framework is to ''provide a method for assessing and communicating the risk of using an ABS for a specific or intended use to the consumer of the [validation] process.'' A US National Research Council (NRC) study on behavior MS 15 concluded that different methods are necessary for behavioral model validation versus physics-based model validation. Validation must take into account the changing nature of human structures, as well as the inherit uncertainty and dynamic adaptability of behavior. In validating what the NRC calls ''individual, organizational, social (IOS)'' modeling, the purpose of the model has primary importance. Validation should establish a clear statement of purpose and validate on that basis. This is important to advance the state of the art, one gap at a time, and reward models for progress made in fulfilling specific purposes even if they neglect others. A distinction is made between behavioral models that are data-centric, with a purpose of predicting outcomes in a specific scenario, and behavioral models that are theory-centric, with the purpose of showing the sufficiency of some behavioral phenomena to generate other behaviors.
The NRC report discusses common challenges in IOS modeling and model VVA, with emphasis on validation of conceptual models. It also provides separate discussions for validation of cultural models, cognitive models, cognitive-affective architectures, and agent-based models. A separate section on recommendations for developing and validating IOS models lays out a process they call ''model touching'' for validity, which closely parallels the use of referents for HBRs as described in the RPG.
A US Army study 16 describes rapid VVA processes for reusable political, military, economic, social, information, and infrastructure (PMESII) models. The study addresses similar points as discussed in this paper, emphasizing that ''most PMESII variables are not observable.'' It also includes a discussion of multiple validation levels and associated risks.
In summary, IW modeling and validation hinges principally on the social sciences as the basis for the referent, conceptual model, and data concepts shown in the ''validation triangle'' in Figure 1.
Non-aggregation and complex behaviors
There are two critical distinctions between social science modeling and the physics-based combat modeling that underpins traditional combat MS. First is the stratification of the levels of war. DoD combat models typically fall into strategic, operational, or tactical levels of representations, a separation that fits neatly within classical doctrine. However, there is no such clear distinction for IW representation. Tactical actions such as presence patrols can be conducted for months with no apparent effect at any level until one patrol detains a key militia leader or causes unfortunate collateral damage, and then the effect of the action can ripple throughout the country. This is welldescribed in the article The Strategic Corporal: Leadership in the Three Block War. 17 The second critical assumption of combat MS is the concept of aggregation; i.e. that the outcomes of a tactical level model can be used to inform, or ''feed'' an operational-level model, and the same concept, in turn, to use operational-level outcomes to inform theater-level modeling. Thus, the concept of aggregation (with appropriate adjustments for scale and attrition methodologies) enables the creation of tactical, operational, and theater/ strategic models that each provides an adequate representation of the physics-based phenomena associated with the respective level of combat.
Such notions of aggregation cannot be applied to the social science modeling necessary for IW models. Modeling groups of people cannot be done by simply aggregating individual behaviors as if each individual contributes equally to the behavior of the overall group. While it is clear that the group behavior is influenced by its members, accounting for the individual contributions is not straightforward. Theories appropriate at a national level, such as macroeconomics, may not be compatible with theories appropriate for a region or town (or individual, such as microeconomics). While there are tactical level actions that impact strategic events in IW that must be represented; in general, strategic events are not influenced by the simple aggregation of the tactical and operational actions, as was assumed in non-IW DoD combat modeling.
IW typically exists in a nation when there is a strong, armed opposition to the government in power. This points to a disconnect where, at a tactical level, the civilian population in disputed regions of the country are influenced more by government opposition forces than by the ruling government. As stated earlier, IW is ''irregular'' due to the focus of its operations on a relevant population. Its strategic purpose is to gain or maintain control or influence over, and the support of, that relevant population by addressing the causes of conflict and building the partner nation's capacity to provide security, good governance, and economic development. 5 Thus, the relationship from tactical to strategic in IW models should be dynamic in the amount and type of interaction from tactical to strategic as an IW campaign progresses over time. The key validation takeaway is that any social science phenomena that is represented by an aggregation of other social science phenomena should be scrutinized to ensure there is appropriate and sufficient social science theory underpinning the conceptual model to justify such aggregation.
Data
The data required for IW representation are vastly different than the data required for combat models. Performance data (interactions between weapon systems) and scenario data (interaction of weapon systems with the environment) are the two key sets of data needed for combat models that can be obtained from field testing. Data representing how humans interact with each other, how groups interact with each other, and how human perception and behavior change over time due to outside stimuli are just the beginning of data requirements for IW modeling. Human behavior is influenced by societal and cultural norms, which vary from group to group (nations to neighborhoods). Such data are not readily obtainable from controlled experimental environments for meaningful social structures. Believing ''the Iraqi people'' will act as a single entity is as naïve as assuming that Harlem and Manhattan share the same societal and cultural norms because they are both communities in the greater New York City region. The danger in developing new models is that often models are developed with the supposition that the data can be found, formatted, and delivered for any model conceptualized by well-meaning modelers. Even traditional combat models have been shelved because their data requirements could not be fulfilled; either the data did not exist or obtaining it was cost-prohibitive. As IW models are proposed, data descriptions and sources should be demanded of the IW model developers. The DoD cannot afford to develop any model having an insatiable data appetite.
As with other modeling, IW models may be scenariospecific or scenario-independent. Scenario-specific models are developed to address a particular situation; i.e. place, time, actors/subjects (e.g. Kandahar Province circa 2012). Scenario-independent models are developed for application to multiple settings. In scenario-independent models, the model provides a particular set of representations and logic, but is not tied to any specific place and time, with the goal of being able to address different settings through a change in the data instead of a change to the algorithms encoded in the model. However, since there is such diversity in the fundamental nature of social and cultural factors and establishments in human societies, it is not clear that generalized, scenario-independent models can be developed for the IW domain with the same success as in DoD physics-based combat models.
The concept of data validation is not new. Performance data for combat models often was ''certified'' as appropriate for a model given the purpose of the study. The requirements for IW data are currently unknowable as new models and techniques are still in various stages of development. However, assuming that some government organization(s) will be the collector and provider for all IW data needs is naïve. Rather, modelers will have to determine what data will be required for their IW model, as well as valid sources for such data. When examining future operations in places where data are either scarce or possibly unreliable, identifying and collecting the requisite data will be challenging and likely to be problematic. Obtaining necessary data is critical to the IW modeling endeavor, and so model developers must identify data requirements, sources, and development methods as part of IW model validation.
The NRC report 15 states that validation must show correspondence to the real-world (or, at least, to the simuland, which is that part of the real-world of interest to the modeling effort). However, obtaining and working with the incomplete and partial human social, cultural, and behavioral data that is expected to be generally available will require techniques that have not yet been well developed. Short of correspondence with the world, there is correspondence of models with SME estimates and correspondence of models with each other (the concept of ''docking''). Often, real-world data are so lacking that the response surface of a model can only be compared to a small amount of data, and so ''Turing test'' and SME face validation replace direct correspondence testing.
Uncertainty and fidelity of results
IW modeling will need to deal with various sources of uncertainty. First, social science phenomena are not as easily modeled as physics-based phenomena. There are laws of physics that apply universally and have widely accepted theories, models, and data. Cultural, religious, and social norms are different throughout the world, and these differences have not been studied and documented thoroughly. Thus, the lack of knowledge and data invariably leads to assumptions to fill gaps in understanding that may not be accurate, introducing more error sources into the model. Additionally, a single social science phenomenon may have multiple, conflicting theories that purport to describe it. Reconciling multiple theories may entail separately representing each theory in the model, if sufficient modeling resources permit. Otherwise, accommodations can be made in the implementation to permit the insertion of other theories at a later time.
Because there will be more sources of uncertainty when modeling human behavior, IW models cannot be expected to produce results that have the same level of fidelity as physics-based combat models. It is more reasonable to expect IW models to produce a range of possible outcomes or trajectories: ''operationally, the most that can be expected is to identify meaningfully different alternative futures and indicators that those alternatives are becoming more or less likely over time.'' 18 A reasonable goal for IW models involving human behavior is to be able to identify possible trends, emergent behaviors, and explanatory new theories to provide insights to decision-makers. How an IW model accounts for uncertainty and qualifying the veracity of IW model outputs need to be addressed when validating IW models.
Suggested best practices
The key differences discussed in the previous sections serve to illuminate the challenges facing the DoD as IW models are designed, developed, and fielded. As with any new challenge, opportunity also exists. A disciplined approach to procuring IW models that requires validation to be performed will prove to be tremendously beneficial in today's resource-constrained environment.
The DoD has spent considerable resources developing the means to performing VVA on models and simulations used throughout the DoD for various purposes. DoDI 5000.61 1 addresses VVA requirements for MS used by DoD components. Focusing on validation early in IW model development has the potential to ensure scarce MS resources are more wisely spent and that the resulting MS capabilities are both relevant and credible.
Of course, it would be a serious mistake to ignore current best practices in the DoD that have been well established, so we consider a foundational best practice to be the use of standardized VVA documentation as specified in MIL-STD-3022. 9 Our contribution is in relating these established practices to the additional challenges and requirements of IW model validation.
We stress two key elements to strengthen DoD validation of models. First, we suggest that DoD's process for model validation be partitioned into conceptual and operational validation, as suggested by Sargent. 19 Second, we adapted the work of Petty 20 to provide a conceptual framework (see Figure 1 ) for identifying best practices.
Conceptual and operational validation
Robert Sargent relates verification and validation of models to the model development process and develops a simplified development process using the following terms: ''Conceptual model validation is defined as determining that the theories and assumptions underlying the conceptual model are correct and that the model representation of the problem entity is 'reasonable' for the intended purpose of the model.'' ''Operational validation is defined as determining that the model's output behavior has sufficient accuracy for the model's intended purpose over the domain of the model's intended applicability.'' 19 We do not include the first part of Sargent's description of the conceptual model validation in our framework. We assert that ''determining the theories underlying the conceptual model are correct'' is the responsibility of the social science community. However, it is the responsibility of the model developers to seek out and find credible and relevant social science theories for the model to be developed. Our focus is on ensuring that the conceptual model representation of the selected theories is ''reasonable for the intended purpose of the model.'' The underlying theories may or may not be ''correct''; in fact, in some cases, the model is developed to investigate and provide supporting evidence for or generate evidence against a particular theory or collection of theories.
Many organizations in the DoD have viewed formal model validation as an activity conducted after the model is ''up and running''; i.e. after the model's development process is completed, as embodied in Sargent's ''operational validation.'' This may be because, especially with physics-based models, validating the referents and conceptual models that were based on the laws of physics seemed to be unnecessary -they simply embodied known physicsbased phenomena. Operational validation certainly is important in IW model validation, but we believe the greatest need in today's processes is in conceptual model validation; i.e. that the model representation (conceptual model) of the problem entity (the simuland, as described by one or more referents) is reasonable for the intended purpose of the model.
Regardless of whether the model to be developed is physics-based or not, we believe conceptual model validation (restricted to the focus on representation, as discussed above) has the potential to empower DoD organizations to ensure that the underlying intellectual foundation of models being developed for DoD use is sound before the first line of code is written.
Conceptual framework for model development and validation
In Figure 1 , we introduced a conceptual framework identifying major elements of a model development effort. Principal activities identified in the framework include the following:
• Identification of user needs.
• Identification of requirements.
• Identification of acceptability criteria traced to the requirements. • Specification of the intended use.
• Identification of the simuland. In the following sections, we describe each of the concepts in the framework and the relationships between the concepts, and we identify and discuss best practices for IW model validation relating to those concepts and relationships.
User needs. Development of any MS capability
begins with a specified user need. The ''need statement'' initially may not call for an MS solution explicitly, but may identify an operational capability that is needed to fill a capability gap. In evaluating the need statement, it may be determined that MS can supply part or all of the required capability. For example, operations in Iraq and Afghanistan identified the need for information on population attitudes toward government and coalition operations in order to determine if progress is being made toward achievement of stability and durable peace. These requirements led to development of the cultural geography model by the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Research and Analysis Center, Monterey 21 as a partial solution to that need.
Best practice: the developer needs to obtain a succinct and clear statement of the problem the MS is expected to address.
If this information is derived from analysis of an operational need statement, the developer should meet with user representatives to obtain agreement from the users that the proposed MS capability can address the need, whether through discussions with the user representatives or through more formal contractual negotiations (e.g. proposal evaluation). For IW models, the user need statement must clearly identify the social elements required in the solution (i.e. what aspects of the real-world are relevant to the operational situation and user need), any required input sources and fidelity of information required for input to the model, and what information the model needs to produce and at what fidelity.
Requirements.
Requirements specify capabilities and qualities that must be achieved in a solution to meet the user needs. Although requirements analysis and definition are long established practices in system development, it remains a challenging area. Often, users cannot clearly articulate requirements. Rapid prototyping and other techniques help to provide early implementations for user evaluations to help determine if an approach truly addresses the need. In IW modeling, the challenges of requirements definition are exacerbated by the complexity and rapid evolution of this type of warfare. Best practices in software development (e.g. Carnegie-Mellon University Software Engineering Institute capability maturity model) show that requirements must be well-specified but with recognition that strong management practices must be in place to manage inevitable change efficiently and effectively.
Best practice: modelers (when possible, in conjunction with the users) develop specific functional or quality statements that can be directly and explicitly assessed to determine whether or not the requirement has been achieved in the development and execution of the model.
The requirements analysis process starts with user need statements and creates specific statements that can be directly assessed as model development proceeds. For IW modeling, this entails being specific about the human or group behavior that needs to be represented. For example, it is not sufficient to say: ''model population attitudes.'' You must specify what portion of the population and what attitudes, with respect to what actions or events, over what period of time, etc.
Intended use.
The intended use sets the context and scope for a particular model or application of a model. For a particular use, only a portion of the specified requirements may be needed. As stated in MIL-STD-3022, 9 the problem statement serves as the foundation for the definition of requirements, acceptability criteria, and ultimately the accreditation assessment. It documents (1) the question(s) to be answered and the particular aspects of the problem that the MS will be used to help address; (2) the decisions that will be made based on the MS results; and (3) the consequences resulting from erroneous MS outputs. The intended use precisely specifies what the MS needs to do to support this particular aspect of the user's need. Often, models are developed for broad usage. For example, a model such as the joint conflict and tactical simulation (JCATS) can represent land, air, and sea operations to support joint training. A particular use of the model, however, might be to support training of facility security personnel involving only land-based forces, weapons, and surveillance equipment. This intended use specifies an ''operational context'' for the model that, in this example, reduces the overall set of capabilities that are needed to satisfy that usage. Validation of the model for that intended use would focus on the reduced set of capabilities rather than the entire set of capabilities provided by the model. Acceptability criteria are established based on the specific intended use for the model; the intended use provides context to scope the acceptability criteria. The intended use scopes the set of requirements and conditions that must be met (e.g. levels of fidelity and detail needed).
Best practice: obtain a clear, succinct statement of intended use from the user representatives to enable determination of what aspects of the MS address the particular operational need.
For IW modeling, this can entail obtaining or determining details about the scenario to be represented (e.g. population groups, organizations, infrastructure), what functionality will be exercised (e.g. behaviors, interactions), what level of detail is required, and other aspects relating to the societal elements of the operations.
Acceptability criteria. Acceptability criteria state, for each requirement, conditions by which one can determine
if the requirement has been achieved in the developed model, in the context of the intended use; i.e. ''a set of standards that a particular model, simulation, or federation will meet to be accredited for a specific purpose.'' 9 As discussed above, the particular use to which the model is applied determines the set of requirements that have to be met as well as the criteria against which achievement is evaluated. For example, acceptability criteria establish the level of detail (resolution) and fidelity necessary for the intended purpose, providing a basis for comparison of model execution results to the simuland (that portion of reality to be represented for the intended purpose). Acceptability criteria establish how good is good enough by defining measures of merit, measures of effectiveness, or measures of performance associated with each requirement within the context of the intended use. Achievement of a requirement for an intended use is demonstrated by satisfaction of the acceptability criteria defined for that requirement and the intended use. The results obtained from the execution of the model are evaluated against the acceptability criteria to determine if the criteria have been satisfied for the intended use of the model.
Best practice: develop a means of relating each specified requirement with acceptability criteria applicable to the intended use. For each acceptability criterion, define the associated metric that will provide an objective measure of achievement or failure of that criterion.
For IW modeling, this can entail describing how modeled behaviors of a population need to compare to social science theory or empirical data (e.g. same causal relations or correlations, acceptable degree of fit to a distribution, etc.).
3.2.5.
Simuland. The simuland is the real-world system of interest, including the objects, processes, or phenomena to be simulated. 20 As such, it is the real-world context for the user needs; i.e. the context within which the user's problem or capability gap exists that requires a solution. For example, the simuland may be a particular type of military operation or mission under a particular set of circumstances and in a particular environment and location. A principal validation comparison is between the simuland and the conceptual model, or, more specifically, between the referent(s) (describing what is known about the simuland) and the conceptual model. From our perspective, the simuland relates directly to the user needs, but only to the extent necessary based on the intended use. The simuland is the real-world context for the statement of the operational problem to be solved or the operational capability to be provided. The NRC report 15 states the following: ''without a prior specification of intended purpose [use], there is no clear-cut a priori criteria for deciding which features of a phenomenon to stress in its modeled representation.'' The intended use determines what aspects of the real-world are important to the problem and what can be left out. The statement of intended use is critical for maintaining focus on ''what is important'' to include in the simuland for development, evaluation, and application of the model.
Best practice: derive the simuland from the user needs and the intended use to obtain the operational, real-world context for the model.
For IW modeling, this can entail identifying the realworld objects, actors, social relationships, social dynamics, and other aspects of the society to provide the real-world context for the user needs, scoped to the intended use. The referent provides the body of knowledge for that portion of the real-world that is of interest for the user needs and intended use.
Best practice: for the various aspects of the real-world objects and phenomena of interest to address the user need in the scope of the intended use, identify the social science theory (or theories, if multiple theories will be represented in the model for comparison) that explains those phenomena.
The specification of the referent must cite references that describe that theory and its basis for acceptance or examination in the scientific community. Selection of one theory from many available (possibly competing) theories should describe why the particular theory was chosen, what advantages it has (e.g. availability of supporting data), and other relevant considerations. The degree of credibility of the referent within the social science community is an important basis for establishing the validity of the IW model. However, it is also important to note that many areas of social science have competing theories that drive various research efforts. Generally, it will not be possible to identify a referent in the social science discipline that is universally accepted. This makes specification of the referent all the more important so that the theoretical basis for the model is well documented and transparent for inquiry. It is also important to note that models can be used to explore new theories. In such a case, the referent may not be an established theory, but a hypothesis regarding the social phenomena of interest, and the purpose of the model is to examine the hypothesis to gain greater insight into the nature of the social phenomena. In this case, the hypothesis and the rationale for advancing that hypothesis may form the referent for the model. In the absence of established theory, empirical data may be available that reflects the phenomena of interest. In this case, it is important to specify the pedigree of the data (e.g. source, history of use, conditions under which it was collected, etc.). In all cases, the best practice calls for explicit, written specification of the referent(s) intending to capture those aspects of the simuland that need to be modeled to address the user needs within the scope of the model's intended use.
3.2.7. Data. Data provide a representation of facts or concepts ''in a formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by humans or by automatic means''. 9 Data for a model constitute the following:
• Parametric data -information that is generally invariant in a model's execution, such as equipment performance characteristics or identification of population groups. • Variable data -information that has an initial value but can vary during model execution, such as the level of support to an insurgency group by a particular segment of a population or resources available to conduct a particular operation. • Interchange data -information that is passed to or from the model during execution, either at one time or through a continuous stream. • Output data -information produced by the model (i.e. model results).
In section 2.4, we distinguished scenario-specific models from scenario-independent models. Data in scenario-specific models are particular to the setting being represented in the model. The data must therefore be valid not only for purposes of the algorithmic and logical expressions but must also be valid with respect to the specific setting (i.e. correctly represent the features of the setting that are important to the intended use). Scenario-independent models have multiple data sets that must be valid. At least one data set must be appropriate for the algorithmic and logical expressions in order to demonstrate the model meets the requirements for the intended use. These data do not necessarily have to be an accurate depiction of any ''real'' setting, but merely valid for use by the algorithms to produce model outcomes that are sufficient for the intended purpose. In contrast, data specific to a particular scenario must be validated with respect to that scenario. For example, if the model will be executed to examine effects of tactical operations on population attitudes in Kandahar Province circa 2012, then the data must accurately reflect the variables and conditions of interest representing that region in the specified time period.
The referent identifies information that describes the simuland (real-world entities and phenomena of interest). This includes any quantitative and qualitative data that have been accumulated and are available for use by the model. The referent identifies the data pedigree, i.e. metadata information on the source of the data, processing that has been performed to provide the data, history of use of the data, conditions under which it was collected, etc. The conceptual model describes the concepts, relationships, and dynamics in some formal way to represent what is known about the simuland in a way that can support the model implementation effort (i.e. software design and development). Fundamentally, the conceptual model describes data and logic. The conceptual model describes the data using various techniques, from very abstract descriptions to highly formalized specifications.
Best practice: information provided in the referent needs to be carried over to the data representation in the conceptual model (and, later, the implemented model) to maintain transparency in data source and specification.
The data model (i.e. specification, schema, design) needs to include metadata to identify the source of the data, how it was collected or generated, its accuracy and precision, type, and legal range of values. The data content (i.e. populated data) needs to provide the specified metadata with the data values to support assessment of data quality and credibility along with the use of the information.
3.2.8. Conceptual model. The conceptual model is a formal representation of the concepts, relationships, and dynamics identified in the referent(s) to provide a bridge from identification of the real-world phenomena of interest to the design and the implementation of the executable model.
The conceptual model describes the concepts, relationships, and dynamics in some formal way to represent the referent(s) to support the model implementation effort (software design and development). The conceptual model may be expressed in many forms, for example, the unified modeling language (UML), base object model (BOM), or other schemes and methodologies. Fundamentally, the conceptual model describes data and logic. A description of the conceptual modeling process can be found in Robinson. 22 The conceptual model provides a description of the data that are inputs to and used in the model and the data produced by the model to address the intended use. The conceptual model describes the data vocabulary, structure, and interrelationships, as well as data types, formats, precision, and range of values. The conceptual model stops short of describing a physical data model specific to a particular implementation environment.
The conceptual model also specifies the critical logic to be developed, providing mathematical formulae and other computational descriptions as appropriate to express unambiguously the logic inherent in the referent(s). All constraints relating to the model development are identified, for example, required level of detail in the representation of objects in the model, required performance constraints, and other considerations identified in the requirements. Again, the conceptual model need not express a particular software design, but needs to provide sufficient detail to enable that design to be developed without guesswork regarding what aspects of the simuland are important to the problem. This should be clearly specified in the conceptual model on the basis of the referent(s).
A primary validation activity identified by Petty 20 is the comparison of the simuland and the conceptual model to determine if the conceptual model captures all the key concepts, objects, relationships, and dynamics from the realworld necessary to address the intended use for the model. Because referents are descriptions of what is known about the simuland in the context of the intended use, the comparison of interest is more precisely between the referent(s) and the conceptual model. The importance of this part of the overall development process to validation cannot be overstated. Validation of the conceptual model against the referent(s) confirms that the representation is accurate and complete for the intended purpose.
On this basis, we can make a bold assertion that needs careful consideration: IF the conceptual model is a valid representation of the referent (e.g. with respect to objects, object characterization, object relationships, algorithms, data, etc.) and IF the model implementation is verified to be a correct implementation of the conceptual model, THEN perforce the model results must be valid against the simuland (Petty's 20 other major validation comparison). If the conceptual model is an appropriate representation of the referent(s), including the logic and computations to produce valid results, also based on the referent(s), and if the software design and development activities successfully implement precisely that conceptual model, then the software will also produce valid results (the same ones produced by the logic and algorithms of the specified conceptual model). We believe the most important validation step is determining if the conceptual model adequately represents the referent(s). It has been said, ''All the rest is verification!'' Of course, achieving this level of assurance in implementation of the model from the conceptual model, through application of all best practices and principles from software engineering, remains challenging (some may say impossible) in practice.
Best practice: develop (in concert with the users when possible) the conceptual model using tools and techniques that create machine-readable specifications of the data and logic of the model (e.g. UML specifications). Machine-readable specifications enable greater automation in software development and maintenance. Traditional software documentation that is meant solely for human-readability does not enforce the same level of discipline and precision in the specifications. The conceptual model should provide a platform-independent description of data and logic, leaving implementation issues to the design and development of the executable model (unless such concerns are in some way necessary to be specified in the conceptual model based on the user need and intended use).
Each component of the conceptual model must be traceable to the specified referent(s) to ensure all needed aspects of the social phenomena of interest are represented in the data and logic of the model. It is likely that a conceptual model of complex social phenomena will involve multiple social theories. The combination of these theories into a single model may raise a new concern: how to know if the interplay of multiple social theories is itself a valid representation of the simuland. In such a case, it may be necessary to bring together expertise to determine if such interaction effects should be added to the referent set for the model as newly proposed or established theory. The key is ensuring transparency and clarity in the conceptual basis for the model.
3.2.9. Executable model. Software design and development processes transform the conceptual model into the executable model. The design and development can involve aspects that are not specifically stated in the conceptual model, such as the graphical user interface or the execution performance requirements. These may not fall within the purview of the validation effort, in the sense that such functionality or quality characteristics may not be strictly required for the intended use of the model. Maintenance of the requirements traceability matrix throughout the development process will keep such distinctions clearly specified. A key feature of the executable model is its ability to provide trace information to explain cause and effect. Behaviors in IW models often reflect complex combinations of factors and interactions that make it difficult to determine why certain actions occurred, and yet that understanding may be crucial to the use of the model to assist decision-makers. In practice, making model execution that transparent is difficult short of tracing execution of the software at the instruction level, which is impractical for model users. The development process should also produce an experimental frame to enable analysts to control the simulation execution, model inputs, and collection and analysis of model results.
Verification is the principal evaluation methodology to assess the correctness of the transformation of the conceptual model into the executable model. The executable model is generally a concrete computational framework that is instantiated with specific input data. The input data for execution of the model provide both parametric information characterizing the objects and interactions represented in the model as well as a description of the scenario (setting) depicting aspects of the synthetic world that are important to create the operational context for the execution of the model. Note that in some cases the parametric information may apply across scenarios; the data may be scenario-independent, such as the performance characteristics of a vehicle or weapon system or even the demographics of the population in a region of interest. In other cases, the parametric data may be scenario-specific, having certain value settings because of the conditions being represented in the particular scenario.
Best practice: design the model implementation to be as transparent as possible to permit analysis of execution paths and computed outcomes.
The executable model should aid analysts in tracing cause and effect (''Why did this outcome occur?'') or determining correlations of results to input factors. A useful approach is to design and develop an experimental frame to facilitate set-up and the conduct of validation tests supporting examination of the computational characteristics of the model.
3.2.10.
Results. The results represent information generated by the model. Such information may entail data presented to the user interface, data stored to persistent storage, and data sent to other systems through some data interchange mechanism. The results represent a particular sample from the set of all possible outputs that can be generated by the executable model through its various logical and computational processes (whether stochastic or deterministic) operating on the full range of data inputs. From Petty, 20 a key validation effort is the comparison of the simulation results to the simuland; however, our framework takes the approach that the results are evaluated against the acceptability criteria. Recognizing the limits in software engineering practices discussed earlier, we concede that comparing results to the simuland (or, more specifically, the referent) remains a necessary validation activity. The acceptability criteria specify explicitly how to determine if the results are ''good enough'' for the intended use. If the requirements have been carried through to the identification of the simuland, referent(s), and conceptual model, under the scoping of the intended use, then the comparison of the results to the acceptability criteria provides a direct assessment of the ''goodness'' of the model for the intended use and ''closes the loop'' as illustrated in Figure 1 .
If expected results are described in terms of distributions, then the model needs to be run over the set of inputs to generate multiple samples to enable analytical comparison of the actual distribution of outcomes to the expected distribution of outcomes. The fundamental theme through this comparison and analysis, as in the other elements of the validation framework, is transparency in describing the model results compared to the expected results. This is the focus of the operational validation, defined earlier, that can be accomplished through animation, comparison to other models (docking), event validation, historical/case study, calibration, face validity, Turing tests, and other techniques. 19 Best practice: the principal validation practice is the comparison of the actual computed results with the expected results, with analysis of the discrepancies to determine if the differences are due to a failure in the implementation, a failure in the conceptual model, a failure in specification of the test, or a failure in specification of the requirement itself.
The acceptability criteria identify what the model needs to do to satisfy or meet the set of respective requirements pertinent to the intended use. The acceptability criteria specify the conditions to be met and the quantitative and qualitative metrics used to measure their success. 9 The validation tests identified for the acceptability criteria identify all the expected results for each test case.
Discussion and conclusions
Many theories on validation exist and make the rounds in DoD organizations from time to time. One theory currently in vogue is what we call the ''hypothesis test'' validation theory. It goes something like this: ''attempt to show that the model is invalid. If you fail to show the model is invalid, then it must be valid.'' While scientifically appealing, there are two flaws with this theory, one practical and one theoretical.
The practical flaw is that most model validation efforts are either done by those who have sponsored the model or by those who have developed the model. In both cases, it is in that organization's best interest to have a valid model. So how many additional resources does anyone expect an organization to invest in an attempt to prove the model is invalid?
The theoretical flaw rests on the added complexity of IW modeling, to include referents that are theories about human behavior vice the ''laws of physics'' referent our kinetic combat models depended on. It is relatively easy to spot an invalid phenomenon in a physics-based model, such as a tank inappropriately destroyed by small arms fire. In an IW model of human behavior, if the output does not substantiate the theory, is the model wrong or is the theory incorrect? Or could it be the data? So, practically, the ''hypothesis test'' validation theory might be useful for physics-based combat models, but we see little to commend it for validating IW models.
It is anticipated that many IW models that include HBR will have more than one referent -i.e. the model may include representations of multiple phenomena. This presents a new challenge for validation. Even if a model contains several validated social science theories, combining them together into one model does not necessarily mean the composite model can be de facto validated. If the model's output can be used to trace causality back to exactly one of the theories in every case, then validation might be possible. However, if an effect could have been caused by more than one theory, or by a combination of or interaction between multiple theories, then validation becomes much harder.
We believe that the best practices promoted in this paper provide guidance by which HBR model implementations, including agent-based models, may be validated. We stress that HBR conceptual models must be well documented. For agent-based model implementations, in particular, the conceptual model must include delineation of the rules governing agent behaviors. Such documentation ensures that users understand how the referent(s) are represented in the conceptual model, thereby leading to transparency, credibility, and validity.
Finally, we re-emphasize the primary concepts in the ''validation triangle'' in Figure 1 , namely the referent, conceptual model, and data. For those in the DoD who solicit the development of models for DoD use, we feel that demanding that model developers demonstrate that they have an appropriate referent for the specified simuland, that the conceptual model embodies the referent, and that sufficient credible data exist and are available will greatly benefit future model development and acquisition for all DoD activities.
Model. A physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process. 9 Modeling and simulation (MS). n. The discipline that comprises the development and/or use of models and simulations; 24 v. The use of models and simulations, either statically or over time, to develop data as a basis for making managerial or technical decisions. This includes, but is not limited to, emulators, prototypes, simulators, and stimulators. 1, 3 Operational scenario. A graphic and narrative description of area, environment, means (political, economic, social, and military), and events of a future conflict; it describes the global conditions before and during armed conflict; friendly and threat forces, to include weapons, munitions, and sensors lists; friendly and threat strategic and theater plans, including air, naval, and special purpose forces; friendly, unaligned, or independent and threat behavioral and cultural operational aspects and considerations; and operational and tactical orders and plans for friendly and threat forces involved in the conflict. It also includes considerations of geographic setting (weather, climate, topography, and vegetation), health hazards, transportation facilities, and other regional and operational elements. When appropriate, the operational scenarios will also address those unaligned or independent forces that may oppose threat, friendly, or both forces. 25 Referent. A codified body of knowledge about a thing being simulated. From Petty: 20 ''A referent is the body of knowledge that the modelers have about the simuland. The referent may include everything from quantitative formal knowledge, such as engineering equations describing an aircraft engine's thrust at various throttle settings, to qualitative informal knowledge, such as an experienced pilot's intuitive expectation for the feeling of buffet that occurs just before a high-speed stall.''
Simuland. The real-world system of interest; the object, process, or phenomenon to be simulated. 20 Validation. The process of determining the degree to which a model, simulation, or federation of models and simulations, and their associated data are accurate representations of the real-world from the perspective of the intended use(s). 9 The process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real-world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. 1 Verification. The process of determining that a model, simulation, or federation of models and simulations implementations and their associated data accurately represents the developer's conceptual description and specifications. 9 
